THE LOVELIEST LAVENDERS TO START FROM SEED

Lavender’s heady sweet scent is a cherished floral perfume and the soft color of its blossoms and gray-green foliage are garden highlights. We offer both old-fashioned cultivars and newer specialty lavenders.

*All lavenders are magnets for honey bees, native bees, beneficial insects and butterflies of all types.*

**SHOP ALL LAVENDER VARIETIES →**

**PRUNING LAVENDER PLANTS FOR SHAPE AND BEAUTY**

Learn how to keep lavender plants in shape, so they are reinvigorated, pushing new growth, and stay balanced and beautiful. [Watch Here](#)

Lavender is best started indoors. We recommend using our top-quality, reusable [Sili-Seedlings](#) seed starting trays and [Fort Vee Organic Compost-Based Seed Starting Mix for strong and sturdy seedlings](#).

**RECIPE: Renee’s Lavender Shortbread Cookies**